
Building a business is tough, especially at a time when 
everyone seems to have a side hustle. We get lost in 
the mix of it all. Building your reputation and working 
with referral partners has increased my visibility and 

given me instant credibility. Amy D. Kilpatrick has taught 
me how to maximize my referral marketing and optimize 
my time spent working ON my business so I can spend my time spent working ON my business so I can spend 

more time working IN my business.

ELITE MEMBER - JULY 2019, Marketing and Branding 
Consulting Client since 2019, Clarity Retreat Alumni I, 

& Strategic Power Partner

Bernadette Kelliher, MindSHIFT Coach, Bernadette Marie Consulting

ADDITIONAL NSPIRED FEATURES INCLUDED WITH PROGRAM: 

√  Nspired Video Library
√  Nspired Thoughts™
√  Nspired Nation™
√  Nspired eCademy™
√  Nspired Connects™
√  Nspired JAM Sessions™
√  Nspi√  Nspired Spotlight™
√ Nspired iNetwork™ Tips to Becoming an 

Efficient & Effective 
Networker

&
The TNA Companion Workbook

+

activate your referral marketing strategy
Build it. execute it. repeat it!

How to KNOW if Referral Marketing is 
your next step towards your SUCCESS 
Story

How to SHIFT your words, thoughts, and
growth development to a REFERRAL
MARKETING STRATEGY

How to HONE in on the target market(s)
that are your IDEAL CLIENTS

How to BUILD your Lists of IDEAL REFERRAL
GENERATORS: Industry Collaborators, 
Strategic Alliances, & Power Partners

How to INVITE and DISCERN the professionals that 
WANT to be a Referral Generator for
you

How to TRAIN your Referral Generators, 
when they are WILLING to refer you

How to LEVERAGE your referral marketing
strategy when your Referral Generators
are ABLE to recommend and introduce
you

How to MAINTAIN your referral marketing strategy 
for a SUSTAINABLE growth plan

Ready to take your business to the next level? Then this 
full-engagement approach has been designed with YOUR 
SUCCESS STORY in mind. We have created an efficient and 
effective approach that will help you move step-by-step from 

where you are now to where you want to be! 

Amy is brilliant in her knowledge of referral marketing. 
I completed the ELITE program with her and it was 
extremely beneficial to my business. I actually spent 
time learning in depth who my target markets and 
strategic partnerships are and I would have never 
thought about some industries. The value to the 

program is priceless and an absolute must for anyone program is priceless and an absolute must for anyone 
who is ready to take their business to the next level 
without having to be pushy to get referrals!
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www.nspiredignite.com
706.814.8589


